
 

 

 

Summary: The Hungarian Government Debt Management Agency (GMDA) has withdrawn its decision to delist 

Hungarian government bonds from the Budapest Stock Exchange (BSE). As a result, effective 2 January 2012 Hungarian 

government securities will be dually listed on the BSE and MTS Hungary. Parallel to this decision, GDMA and the 

Hungarian CSD, KELER introduce intra-day lending services for the MTS Hungary market. 

 

 

 

The issuer of Hungarian government bonds, GDMA informed all primary dealers and Hungarian market participants that 

based on its agreement with the BSE it withdraws its previous decision to delist all Hungarian government bonds from 

BSE. 

 

According to the original plan, all publicly available Hungarian government bonds and discount Treasury Bills were to be 

delisted from BSE after the last trading day of 30 December 2011 due to the introduction of such securities on the MTS 

Hungary trading platform effective 2 January 2012.  

 

The above decision does not change the fact that the primary trading platform for government debt will be MTS Hungary 

starting from 2 January 2012, and primary dealers will be obliged to quote official prices through MTS. 

 

Settlement of MTS trades will be executed on a netted basis guaranteed by KELER CCP as already announced, while 

secondary market transactions booked through the system of the BSE will be settled on a gross basis. Settlement cycle 

for both platforms will be T+2. Similarly to OTC transactions, KELER CCP will not guarantee the settlement of the BSE 

government bond trades from 2 January 2012. Another major difference between MTS and BSE secondary market 

transactions will be the price, on BSE bond trading will be based on net price, while on MTS gross price will be quoted.  

 

Further to the above, KELER Group announced on 27 December 2011 that according to the agreement with GDMA a 

government bond lending system will be introduced to ensure timely settlement of MTS transactions. The aim of KELER 

and GDMA is to assist market participants who cannot provide necessary securities cover in time for multinet settlement 

on Settlement Date with an intraday lending facility. 

 

Lending transactions shall be initiated directly with the Treasury of KELER latest by 11:00 a.m. CET each Settlement 

Date. Participants are requested however not to wait until the deadline in case they would like to lend securities as due to 

lack of time KELER may not be in the position to fulfil all needs by 11:30 a.m. CET, which is the market cut-off time for 

multinet settlement. 
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Disclaimer 
This Newsflash is provided by UniCredit Bank Austria AG, a member of UniCredit Group, as an additional service to its customers only and does not replace the relevant only 

legal binding communication agreed between any customer and Bank Austria. The information contained therein has been prepared on the basis of information which is either 

publicly available or obtained from sources which may or may not be reliable and Bank Austria accepts no responsibility for its veracity, accuracy or completeness. Any opinions 

expressed, or actions or ways of behaviour recommended, in this Newsflash solely reflect the viewpoint of the authors thereof and are not intended, and shall not interpreted, as 

advice by Bank Austria or any of its officers, directors, employees or agents to buy, sell, hold, hedge or otherwise deal with any currency, security, commodity or any kind of swap, 

forward rate, futures, options, derivatives or other contract or product whatsoever. Any person acting or behaving, or refraining from acting or behaving, in reliance on, or under the 

guidance of, the information provided or opinions expressed or recommendations made herein shall do so exclusively at its own risk and without any liability for the result of its 

actions or behaviour on the part of Bank Austria or any of its officers, directors, employees or agents. Any Custodian acting on behalf of its customers will decide in its own 

discretion whether to forward such information and in a way to comply with possible investor protection regimes. The information contained in this Newsflash is provided on the 

basis that the sole relevant legal binding information in connection with any custody relationship between a customer and Bank Austria, if applicable, is, and continues to be, 

provided by the relevant message types (e.g. SWIFT), which are agreed between a customer and Bank Austria.  

Securities lending will be limited to the amount of uncovered securities in the multinet clearing for the given value date, 

which will be validated by KELER’s Treasury before entering into the lending transaction. Securities having interest 

payment date within two settlement dates following the date of lending will be excluded from lending. 

 

Securities lending will be processed as an overnight repurchase (repo) transaction, the closing of which will be booked as 

another repo deal. Borrowers shall close the intraday lending by 4:00 p.m. CET the same day, in case this does not 

happen KELER will remove the second repo transaction from the system. Lending transactions still open on SD+1 cannot 

be prolonged. In case the lending is not closed in the morning on SD+1, KELER will be in the position to provide the 

necessary securities for the termination through 1 week repos. New lending can be initiation once all previous lending 

transactions have been closed in order. 

 

KELER will charge 2.5% intraday lending fee per client. In case the lending is not closed within same day, KELER will not 

pay any interest on the securities engaged in the repo transactions. 

 

Impact on investors: Effective 2 January 2012 Hungarian government securities will be dually listed on the BSE and MTS 

Hungary. Parallel to this decision, GDMA and the Hungarian CSD, KELER introduce intra-day lending services for the 

MTS Hungary market aiming at decreasing the number of default events in the market. 
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